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	Silicon is a material where the extraordinary is made ordinary.1 This statement

	has been prompted by the rapid (exponential) development of the industry

	based on manufacturing silicon devices, which has seen enormous performance

	improvements and cost reductions over the last fifty years. Coming

	after the stone, iron, and industrial ages, the electronic age commenced with

	the invention of the transistor in 1947 by J. Bardeen and W.H. Brattain

	and then became a reality when the first electronic integrated circuit was

	developed by J. S. Kilby in 1957. The first microprocessor chip (model 4004

	with 2300 transistors) was realized by Intel in 1971. During those early days,

	Gordon Moore coined his famous empirical law: the number of transistors

	on an integrated circuit would double every 12 months (lately corrected to

	18 months).2 Today we are at the 130nm feature-size node with hundreds of

	millions of transistors on a single silicon chip, and the semiconductor industry

	is on track to have the 65 nm node in production during 2005 by using

	300mm diameter silicon wafers.

	This book gives a fascinating picture of the state of the art in silicon photonics and a perspective on what can be expected in the near future. It is composed of a selected number of reviews authored by world leaders in the field and is written from both academic and industrial viewpoints. An in-depth discussion of the route towards fully integrated silicon photonics is presented. This book will be useful not only to physicists, chemists, materials scientists, and engineers but also to graduate students who are interested in the fields of microphotonics and optoelectronics.
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Macromedia Studio MX 2004 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If Macromedia Studio MX 2004 can do it, you can do it too…

Macromedia Studio MX 2004 offers a revolutionary set of integrated tools for Web developers. This book gives you control of its power. You’ll benefit from the expertise of volunteers, beta testers, and advisory board members who share the inside track on Dreamweaver...
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Introduction to Reactive Gas DynamicsOxford University Press, 2009
In the high energy gas flows, associating high velocities and high temperatures, physical and chemical processes such as molecular vibrational excitation, dissociation, ionisation or various reactions take palce and deeply influence the structure of the flows. The characteristic times of these processes have the same order of magnitude as...
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Convergent Architecture: Building Model Driven J2EE Systems with UMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"A compelling vision for application architecture, combined with precise instructions for implementing that vision. It is certain to raise the bar for the application development community."
     –David A. Taylor, Author of  Business Engineering with Object Technology
When David Taylor introduced the concept of Convergent...
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Mastering Digital PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Stop taking snapshots and start taking photographs! "Mastering Digital Photography" gives you the tips and techniques you need to take professional-quality photographs with your digital camera. Written for photographers, by a photographer, it examines the special capabilities and needs of computer imaging, concentrating...
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Cyber Crime Investigator's Field GuideCRC Press, 2001
Long gone are the days when a computer took up an entire room. Now we have computers at home, laptops that travel just about anywhere, and data networks that allow us to transmit information from virtually any location in a timely and efficient manner. What have these advancements brought us? Another arena for criminal activity. If someone wants to...
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Professional Android 4 Application Development (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2012

	Developers, build mobile Android apps using Android 4


	The fast-growing popularity of Android smartphones and tablets creates a huge opportunities for developers. If you're an experienced developer, you can start creating robust mobile Android apps right away with this professional guide to Android 4 application...
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